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Pot Mums Respond
To Soil-Less Media

Richard L. Pease

Niagara County Associate Agricultural Agent

The introduction of the "Alphabet Mixes" by Professor
Jim Boodley and Professor Ray Sheldrake at Cornell in
early 1962 aroused some interest in Niagara County. In
terest was further stirred at our 1962 growers tour, when
Kirk. Personius, Monroe County Associate Agricultural
Agent, demonstrated the bedding plants grown on trial
with the Joseph Harris Seed Company.

On December 2(1 1962, Bill Treichler Jr. of Wilbur
Treichler Greenhouses, Sanborn, prepared mix A and B
for ten 6 inch pots of each.

The exact recipe for mix A was 5 pots Canadian peat
moss, 5 pots Vermiculite, ' | lb. ground dolimitic lime
stone. 1 \A tablespoons ammonium nitrate, YWa tablespoons
20% superphosphate. Mix B was identical, except for the
replacement of vermiculite with perlite. Each mix was put
in five clay and five styrofoam pots, giving four possible
variations due to mixes and containers. Differences in

varietal reaction were also desired, so five different vari
eties were used in both mixes and both pot types. Cost
per pot of Mix A—2.93 cents: Mix B—2.33 cents.

Following directions on the Cornell recipe, all pots were
watered, then re-watered later to dissolve the fertilizer

Fig. 1: Wilbur Treichler and son Wilbur Jr., Sanborn, check on
growth of pot mums grown in soil-less medias A and R.
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How Dry is Your Soil?
Joe J. Ilanan and R. W. Langhans

Department of floriculture
Cornell University

flow dry is your soil? If we bet that you didn't know
the answer to this question, odds would be in our favor,
flow "dry. or "wet, a soil is depends upon how much
water is present, and how much of the total pore space is
occupied by that water.

This lack of knowledge is astonishing in view of the
duration we have been growing plants. However, there
are good reasons for it. Plants have the ability to "adapt"
to adverse conditions. The soil will stand considerable

abuse and still support a plant. Similarly, by experience
a grower learns that at this stage of growth, at this soil
consistency, and under these environmental conditions,
water should be withheld or added. Lastly, determining
the amount of water is not the simplest process. We have
instruments that we can slick into a bench that will give
readings. But these instruments merely tell how tenaci
ously the soil is holding water—not how much there is.
A lensiometer must be calibrated before a reading can be
considered as a direct indication of water content.

In previous bulletins, we have shown that the amount
of water in a soil influences growth. On the basis of re
search to date, when the amount of water exceeds 40%,
or is less than 15r/£, of the total soil volume, growth will
be reduced. As a general rule, 30% seems best. Obviously,
a soil possessing 30% total pore space (air plus water)
and 30% water is not well aerated. So we must also state
that 50% of the total pore space in a given soil should be
Idled with air. It is our experience, that greenhouse soils
which have been suitably modified and maintained will
seldom possess a total pore space less than 50%. Many of
our artificial mixes (for example peat-perlite) may have a
total pore space of nearly 80%. For the present, we may
neglect the problem of air-filled pore space since, if we
maintain a proper moisture content, the amount of air-
filled pore space will be sufficient.

The determination of water content in a soil on a vol
ume basis is simple in theory. It consists essentially of re
moving an undisturbed, known volume, of soil from the
bench and measuring its loss in weight (water) when
dried. Just because a lensiometer reads 50 in 2 difierent
soils, does not mean that both soils will have the same
moisture content. If. however, the lensiometer is in the
same general area as that from which soil samples are
taken lor moisture determination; the instrument can be
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salts and leach some out. Later results indicate that this

could have been done even more thoroughly. Another
sidelight is that we have now learned how to run a sol
uble salts lest with artificial media. The usual 50 gram
soil plus 100 cc water mix only absorbed the water, leav
ing Utile free liquid in which to operate the solubridge
electrode. Jim Boodley suggests one tablespoon of media
in 40 cc distilled water.

What happened? December 21, all plants were erect
and appeared set to go. December 27. one week later, wilt
ing was severe in clay pots in mix A, with some will in
clay pots with mix B. Both mix A and B still were OK
in plastic pots. No water had been added since December
20. By December 31 even the plastic pots were showing
wilt and were watered. By January 8 the same varieties
in conventional soil were forging ahead and were more
uniform. At this point mix A looked better than B.

Fertilization was begun on January at one teaspoon
20-20-20 per 3 qls. water. This was repeated January 15,
19, February 6. On January 19 most varieties were show
ing light green foliage, with variety Starbursl quite yel
low. By January 22 there was further chlorosis. By Feb
ruary 8 liquid feeding was showing a response with the
exception of Starbursl. which never fully recovered, but
did respond better in the mix containing vermiculite. This
probably indicates that potash was the most deficient
element.

first bloom occurred just two months after starling and
most varieties compared favorably in stage of bloom uni-

Fig. 2: Results with most varieties of mums grown in six inch
pots seem satisfying to Wilbur Treichler and Bill Jr.

fortuity, etc.. with those in soil. Sample plants were put
in storage by March 10 to hold for demonstration on the
March 27 tour.

It is not safe to make large production plans based on
one pilot test, but something was learned. First, some
potassium fertilizer could be used in Mix A to provide
potash for early growth. Soluble fertilizer could be started
earlier to avoid growth delays. Plants in Mix A seemed to
behave somewhat better all the way through. Light weight

soil-less mix in a featherweight styrofoam pot surprises
the buyer favorably. Since no disease problems appeared,
we conclude that it pays to handle the sterile soil-less in
gredients with sterile tools, clean hands, and on clean
surfaces.

Mixes A and B have now been tried in Niagara County
on potted geraniums, pot mums, bedding plants, peppers,
tomatoes, begonias. The list is expected to lengthen.

Short Takes
Jim Boodley
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Easter is history, but the lily crop should be fresh in
your mind. How" did yours finish? Like the plant on the
left above or the one on the right? Both of the above
bulbs were from the same crate of 7/8 Croft. The plants
were grown in the same 60-70 greenhouse. They received
the same cold storage treatments except, the bulb of the
taller plant was potted December 17, 1962 directly from
the cold storage treatment. The bulb of the short plant
was exposed to room temperature from December 17 to
January 3, 1963 and then potted. Exposure to room tem
perature following the cold temperature treatment resulted
in loss of the effect of precooling. This is what can occur
if precooled bulbs received in the fall are not placed in
cold storage or potted immediately on arrival and placed
in a growing environment.

Soon it will be time to think in terms of supplies for
the outdoor mums. If the black cloth has holes or tears in
it, you may be interested in obtaining some Astrup Fab
ric cement from The Astrup Company, 2937 West 25th
Street, Cleveland 13, Ohio. Jack Read of Weinstock's in
Atlanta, Georgia tells us this is what they use for mending
black cloth.

* N -::- * ,•:• -»

Putting a date on bags of insecticides or fungicides
at the time of purchase will tell you how old they are get
ting. Some materials deteriorate with age. If they are too
old. this may be the reason you are not getting good con
trol from your spray program.
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